Relationship between Atrial Tissue Remodeling and ECG Features in Atrial Fibrillation.
The difference in the atrial organizational structure between patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) and those with sinus rhythm was investigated. In order to analyze the rationality in explaining the electrocardiogram (ECG) characteristics of AF with statistics data or tissue remodeling model, and the logical relationship between the hypothesis of pulmonary veins (PV) muscle sleeves and that of multi wavelets in mechanism of AF, we examined the expression of collagen volume fraction of type I (CVF-I) with picrosirius red staining, connexin 40 (Cx40) by immunohistochemistry, and intercalated disc (ID) using transmission electron microscope in atrial tissue. The results showed that there was significant difference in the expression of CVF-I (t=3.827, P<0.01), Cx40 (t=4.21, P<0.01), and groups of the ID that keeping the electrical transmission and atrial electrical coupling synchronization (t=15.116, P<0.001), but no significant difference was found in total IDs (t=0.611, P=0.543) between patients with AF and those with sinus rhythm. The quantitative differences in the tissue remodeling could not explain the ECG characteristics of AF. The number of normal IDs and abnormal distribution are the structural basis to trigger and maintain atrial electrical remodeling, and induce and maintain AF. Such histological reconstruction supports the hypothesis of multi wavelets and can also explain ECG features.